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A complete instruction for the hopeless-with-hair group. From fancy to fun. Complete ho-to-make
doo-dads instructions. Dozens of styles from sandbox easy to French and formal.
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Very 1980s or 1990s As a child, my mother and I would always fight over my hair. A fun book
Braids and Bows Book of Instruction Illustrated fun methods to braid the hair of children or adults
along with American Girl dolls.!. Easy More than enough for an Alcoholic 'Nam Vet I had this book
as a kid, when it was included with ribbons and bows and whatnot. Everything you ever wished to
find out about hair braiding! Bought this volume when my daughters were small, and also have now
purchased a volume for the granddaughters of a neighbor to assist in their fascination with the
braiding of your respective another's tresses. Great service! I have 3 girls and no idea how t
perform hair! I remembered this book and was so pleased to find it on Amazon! It is exactly as I
remember it! My kiddos love it as much as I did! My parents were divorced and my dad had no
idea how to braid, therefore he bought this. It worked well. Fast shipping. I had this book as a kid
and I loved it then I had this reserve as a youngster and I loved after that it. Product met
expectations! love this for grand children. 25 years later on, my brother now has two daughters with
my massive amount of hair.love this book Fun for our young Grand girl. To get rid of the fighting,
she bought this publication for me and wished me fortune. Easy to use. While Pinterest can provide
you with directions on how best to create these braids, twists, and bows, it really is an easy go-to
source for him to understand how exactly to tie up his little girls' hair. Five Stars had this reserve as
a kid as ordered for my daughter Five Stars Perfect for my 11-year-old child! Teachers and
daycare workers constantly asked if my mother did my locks because my father was just like a
gruff, alcoholic Santa-looking 'Nam veteran. I always proudly proclaimed that my dad did it. Thanks,
book!
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